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Abstract

In a world often plagued by restrictions,

conflict, and scarcity, a remarkable tribe known

as the Lost Tribe emerged. They steadfastly

rejected the prevailing perceptions of the world

and chose a different path—a path of unity,

love, and abundance. The Lost Tribe believes in

the power of their collective vision to reshape

the world as we know it. As they gather from

every part of the universe, they extend an

invitation: "Are you part of it?"

Lost Tribe Nation represents a global

community united in the pursuit of freedom and

the creation of their own system. Central to this

endeavor is the Love token, a cryptocurrency

built on the Binance Smart Chain. This white

paper details the vision, mission, and roadmap

for Lost Tribe Nation, outlining the purpose and

utility of the Love token.

Introduction

The Lost Tribe Nation is a decentralized nation

driven by the desire to break free from the

limitations of the prevailing world order. They

share a collective vision of unity, love, and

abundance, and they are determined to

transform this vision into reality. Lost Tribe

Nation is a beacon of hope in a world often

characterized by division and scarcity.



Lost Tribe Nation's mission is to establish a

decentralized, self-sufficient global

community that empowers its members to

lead fulfilling lives free from societal

constraints. Through the Love token, Lost

Tribe Nation aims to facilitate participation in

community events, the purchase of beachfront

properties in Lost Tribe villages and Lost Tribe

islands, and the exchange of goods among

community members.

Vision and Mission

Vision

Lost Tribe Nation envisions a world where

love, unity, and abundance prevail. They

aspire to create a worldwide nation that

operates outside the boundaries of

conventional society, where people come

together to dream, love, and build a new

world.

Mission



Tokenomics: Love Token

Total Supply

The Love token has a fixed total supply of

1,618,033,988 tokens, inspired by the golden

number PHI (1.618033988). The fixed supply

enhances the token's value proposition.



   Airdrop : A portion of Love tokens will be

distributed to active community members

during the airdrop phase, fostering early

engagement and participation.

   Private Sale and Pre-Sale : An opportunity

for early contributors to acquire Love tokens at

a discounted rate, incentivizing early support

for the project.

  Public Sale : The Love token becomes

available for the public on cryptocurrency

exchanges, allowing wider access to the token.

 Rewards (Ongoing) : Active community

members will have the opportunity to earn

additional Love tokens through various

community activities, events, and contributions,

further incentivizing engagement.

Distribution



  Event Access: Love tokens are the primary means

of entry to Lost Tribe Nation's events, including

festivals, parties, and gatherings, promoting

community participation and unity.

 Property Ownership: Members can use Love

tokens to purchase beachfront properties in Lost

Tribe villages and Lost Tribe islands, fostering a

sense of belonging and permanence within the

community. You can discover on the website one

of the projects that Lost Tribe Nation will create. 

  Goods Exchange: Within the community, Love

tokens facilitate the exchange of goods,

supporting a self-sufficient ecosystem where

community members can trade and transact with

ease.

Utility and Use Cases 1/2

The Love token serves as the lifeblood of the Lost

Tribe Nation, offering a range of practical use cases

within the community:



  Passports and Certificates: Love tokens can be

used to obtain new passports and certificates of

birth, imbuing these essential documents with

symbolism and significance.

  Discounts and Priority: Love token holders enjoy a

discount on various community services, products,

and events, as well as priority access to

community resources and offerings.

  Rewards: Active members of the nation can earn

Love tokens through various activities, including

participation in community events, contributions to

the ecosystem, and referrals.

Utility and Use Cases 2/2



Governance and Decision-Making

As Lost Tribe Nation evolves, a governance model

may be implemented to allow Love token holders to

participate in decision-making processes, shaping the

direction and future of the community. This will

ensure a decentralized and inclusive approach to

community management.

The Love token's tokenomics are designed to create a

vibrant and engaged community within Lost Tribe

Nation. With a fixed supply, various use cases, and

opportunities for earning and participating, Love

tokens play a crucial role in the realization of the

community's vision — a world full of love, unity, and

abundance.



Allocation: 16,180,339 LOVE tokens

Allocation: 48,540,959 LOVE tokens

Allocation: 161,803,398 LOVE tokens

Allocation: 485,410,194 LOVE tokens

Allocation: 97,081,939 LOVE tokens

Allocation: 242,705,097 LOVE tokens

Allocation: 80,901,699 LOVE tokens

Token Distribution

Total Supply: 1,618,033,988 

LOVE tokens, inspired by the golden number PHI

(1.618033988).

Name : Love Token 

Symbol : LTN

Blockchain : BNB

Distribution Phases:

Airdrop (1%):

Private Sale (3%):

Pre-Sale (10%):

Public Sale (60%):

Team and Legal Advisors (6%):

Development, Liquidity, and Reward Pool (15%):

Marketing (5%):



  Proposal Submission: Any community member

can propose ideas, initiatives, or changes to the

community. Proposals are submitted through a

transparent and accessible platform.

  Voting: All Love token holders have the right to

vote on proposals. The number of tokens held

often corresponds to voting power, but proposals

are designed to promote inclusivity and consider

the interests of all members.

  Execution: Proposals that receive majority

support are executed, with regular updates and

transparency throughout the implementation

process.

Tribe Structure

Tribe Members: All members of Lost Tribe Nation are

considered integral members of the tribe. The

community operates on a decentralized model where

each member contributes their skills, ideas, and

efforts to further the goals of the project.

Decentralized Decision-Making

Community Governance

Lost Tribe Nation's governance model empowers every

member to participate in decision-making processes

that shape the direction of the community. Key

decisions, such as project developments, resource

allocation, and event planning, are made through a

decentralized voting system.

Proposal and Voting



Contributions and Roles

Lost Tribe Nation thrives on the diverse talents and

passions of its members. Individuals can assume roles

and responsibilities that align with their skills and

interests. These roles may include event organizers,

community builders, developers, artists, architect,

coach and more.

Rewards and Recognition

Active participation and contributions to the

community are recognized and rewarded. Members

who actively engage in community events, contribute

to projects, or refer new members may receive

incentives in the form of Love tokens, promoting

continued involvement and enthusiasm.

Conclusion

Lost Tribe Nation's tribe structure reflects its

commitment to decentralization, inclusivity, and

community-driven governance. By valuing the input

and efforts of every member, the project aims to

create a more vibrant and engaged global nation

united by the shared vision of love, unity, and

abundance. Together, as a united team, Lost Tribe

Nation works toward a brighter future.



Road Map  1/4

P H A S E
1

Start of Lost Tribe Parties (January 2021): This

marks the inaugural gathering of the Lost Tribe,

symbolizing the birth of a global movement

characterized by unity, love, and abundance.

Birth of Lost Tribe as a Nation : In this phase,

Lost Tribe Nation is officially established,

cementing its identity as a global community

driven by a shared vision.

Building the Foundation : Work begins on the

foundational elements of Lost Tribe Nation. This

includes developing the infrastructure,

community guidelines, and initial projects that

set the stage for future growth.

Phase 1: Foundation Establishment

P H A S E
2

Love Token Airdrop and Marketing Launch :
Lost Tribe Nation introduces the Love token and

conducts an airdrop to members.

Simultaneously, a comprehensive marketing

strategy is launched to unite the community.

Love Token Private Sale : This phase provides

early community members with an exclusive

opportunity to acquire Love tokens at a

discounted rate, incentivizing early support for

the project. 

Phase 2: Love Token Introduction and

Community Building



Road Map  2/4

P H A S E
3

Love Token Pre-sale: A dedicated pre-sale phase

(exact date to be announced) allows interested

participants to purchase Love tokens before they

become available to the wider public.

Marketing at a Bigger Scale: Building on the earlier

marketing efforts, Lost Tribe Nation scales up its

promotional activities to reach a broader audience.

Passport and Certificate Sales: Lost Tribe Nation

introduces the option for members to use Love

tokens to purchase passports and certificates of

birth, imbuing these essential documents with

symbolism and significance within the community.

Phase 3: Love Token Pre-sale, Marketing

Expansion, and Documentation

P H A S E
4

Listing on Exchange : The Love token becomes

available for trading on cryptocurrency

exchanges, enhancing its liquidity and

accessibility.

Sourcing Properties : The nation initiates the

search for suitable properties, including land

and islands, to purchase and develop, further

enhancing the sense of belonging within the

community.

Lost Tribe Nation Festival : A grand celebration

is planned to mark the community's growth and

unity, providing an opportunity for members to

come together and celebrate their shared

vision.

Phase 4: Token Listing, Property

Search, and Celebration



Road Map  3/4

P H A S E
5

Property Acquisition : Lost Tribe Nation actively

works toward acquiring land and islands to

establish their unique and self-sufficient

community.

Property Pre-Sale : Members are offered an

exclusive opportunity to invest in community

properties, strengthening their sense of ownership

within the nation.

Property Development : Construction begins on
these properties, creating spaces to accommodate
Lost Tribe Nation members and further solidifying

the community's presence.

Phase 5: Property Acquisition and

Development

P H A S E
6

Property Delivery : Lost Tribe Nation starts

delivering properties to its members, fostering an

even stronger sense of belonging and

permanence.

Lost Tribe Time travel start : A new project is

introduced, marking another exciting chapter in

Lost Tribe Nation's journey. You can get more

information about it on the website. 

Phase 6: Ongoing Growth and

Celebrations



Road Map  4/4

P H A S E
7

Property Rental Launch : Lost Tribe Nation

introduces a platform to facilitate property rental

among community members, creating

opportunities for shared experiences within the

community.

Phase 7: Property Rental Platform and

Beyond

And Much More to Come... The future holds many

more exciting developments and opportunities within

Lost Tribe Nation as the community continues to grow

and evolve.

Conclusion

Lost Tribe Nation is not merely a community; it's a movement, a

dream, and a vision. With the Love token as its foundation and

the collective energy of its members, Lost Tribe Nation aims to

rewrite the script of the world. As the journey unfolds, stay

tuned for more updates, events, and opportunities to be part of

this transformative global nation. Join us, and together, we'll

create a world full of love, unity, and abundance.


